CHILDREN’S EASY FICTION

BARBIE STAR LIGHT ADVENTURE
An amazing story told in short chapters to make it easy for kids to read on their own! When the stars are in danger, Barbie travels to another planet on an important mission to save them. Will her special powers be strong enough to make the stars dance and save the galaxy?

THE GREAT DRAGON BAKE OFF
– N. O’Byrne.
Flamie Oliver loves to BAKE! Jam tarts, cream puffs – EVERYTHING! But all this cooking means Flamie’s studies at the Ferocious Dragon Academy are starting to suffer, and he might not graduate!

THERE’S ONLY ONE SCRUFFLE - R.Dunn.
Ellie adores Scruffle. He’s her oldest and best bear. But Scruffle only has one eye and is held together by mouldy old thread. Mum insists on buying Ellie a brand new bear to play with but what does that mean for poor, smelly Scruffle?

A VISIT TO LONDON FOR THOMAS THE TANK ENGINE – R.W. Awdry.
Thomas the little blue Tank Engine, has been chosen to take The Fat Controller to London to meet the Queen.

THE BEST BIRTHDAY EVER – R.Green.
It’s Anna’s birthday! Elsa asked Kristoff, Sven, and Olaf to arrive extra early to help decorate the castle courtyard. She wants everything to be just right for her sister’s big day.
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JOURNEY TO THE LIGHTS – S.Francis.
Join Anna, Elsa, Kristoff and their friends as they embark on an adventure to find the magical Northern Lights!

THE BEST THINGS IN LIFE ARE FREE – Lonely Planet.
The ultimate money-saving travel guide. Packed full of tips, tricks and recommendations for the best-value sights and experiences around the world.

BEING JAZZ – J. Jennings.
My life as a (Transgender) Teen. Making the journey from a girl to a woman is never easy – especially when you began your life in a boy’s body.

52 WEEKEND DIGITAL PHOTO PROJECTS
Contains a year’s worth of experimental projects that will inspire you to create your most accomplished digital photographs yet. Beginner to advanced level, with challenging themes including fireworks, inventive portraiture, architecture, and the animal world and creating your own pop-art images.

THE MIDDLEPAUSE – M.Benjamin.
In a society obsessed with living longer and looking younger, what does middle age nowadays mean? How should a fifty-something be in a world ceaselessly redefining ageing, youth, and experience?
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THE OWL ALWAYS HUNTS AT NIGHT – S. Björk. When a young woman is found dead, the police are quick to respond. But what they find at the scene is unexpected. The body is posed, the scene laboriously set. And there is almost no forensic evidence to be found.

A FEW OF THE GIRLS – M. Binchy. Maeve Binchy’s bestselling novels not only tell wonderful stories, they also show that while times change, people often remain the same: they fall in love, sometimes unsuitable; they have hopes and dreams; they have deep, long-standing friendships, and some that fall apart.

WITHOUT TRACE – S. Booker. For four long years, journalist Morgan Vine has campaigned for the release of her childhood sweetheart Danny Kilcannon – convicted, on dubious evidence, of murdering his fourteen-year-old stepdaughter. At long last he is released but then teenager Lissa goes missing?

THE FACTORY GIRLS – R. Archer. Autumn, 1944. V-1 flying bombs, known as Doodlebugs, are the latest threat to war-battered southern England. Meanwhile, at the munitions factory, Em Earle is about to suffer a threat from much nearer home: local crook Samuel Golden is back and up to his old tricks, trying to find ways to exploit people’s hardship for his own gain.

CYANIDE GAMES – R. Beaslely. Privilege and power will get you everything...When Melissa Cheung’s husband is arrested in China for corruption, her first call is to Peter Tanner. As a criminal defence barrister, Tanner often crosses paths with some of the most evil but wealthy members of the nation’s underbelly.

MAGGIE’S KITCHEN – C. Beecham. They might all travel the same scarred and shattered streets on their way to work, but once they entered Maggie’s Kitchen, it was somehow as if the rest of the world didn’t exist.

THE CROSSING – M. Connelly. Detective Harry Bosch has retired from the LAPD, but his half-brother, defence attorney Mickey Haller, needs his help. The murder rap against his client seems ironclad, but Mickey is sure it’s a setup. Though it goes against all his instincts, Bosch takes the case.
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